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VERDICT FORM - NEGLIGENCE

We answer the questions submitted to us as follows:

1. Was Dominic Pintarelli negligent?

No

Was Connor Pope negligent?

V/Yes ^ ̂

No

If you answered yes for any defendant in question 1, then answer question 2 for that

defendant. If you answered no for any defendant in question 1, insert the number zero next to

that defendant's name in question 9. If you answered no for all defendants in question 1, stop

here, answer no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.



2. For each defendant that received a "yes" answer in question 1, answer the following:

Was Dominic Pintarelli's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to Greg

Reynolds^

Yes

No

Was Connor Pope's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to Greg Reynolds?

Yes 77M

No

Was Dominic Pintarelli's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to Megan

Reynolds?

V^es /fH WJ//
No

Was Connor Pope's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to Megan Reynolds?

\/^Yqs /HL II
No

If you answered yes for any defendant in question 2, then answer questions 3 and 4. If

you answered no for any defendant in question 2, insert the number zero next to that defendant's

name in question 9. If you did not answer yes for any defendant in question 2, stop here, answer

no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.



3. What are Greg Reynolds's total damages? Do not reduce the damages based on the fault,

if any, of Greg Reynolds or others.

a. Past economic loss

Lost earnings $_ 11 {q, OOP
//m I I

b. Future economic loss

Lost earnings $ CO, con

im. //

Past noneconomic loss, including physical

$pain/mental suffering: $ 3r\^^(ooo

d. Future noneconomic loss,

pain/mental suffering: $ ^ OC) Q
/T)^ //

TOTAL DAMAGES: $ 1 j 1^ HOP)



4. What are Megan Reynolds's total damages? Do not reduce the damages based on the

fault, if any, of Greg Reynolds or others.

a. Past noneconomic loss, including

mental suffering:

b. Future noneconomic loss, including

mental suffering:

TOTAL DAMAGES:

s  i^>ono

$  \CJC>.(Onc-)
null

If either plaintiff has proved damages, then answer question 5. If neither plaintiff has

proven damages, then stop here, answer no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign

and date this form.



5. Was Greg Reynolds negligent?

y/^es //
No

If you answered yes for to question 5, then answer question 6. If you answered no for

question 5, insert the number zero next to Greg Reynolds's name in question 9. If you answered

no to question 5, skip question 6, and answer question 7.

6. Was Greg Reynolds's negligence a substantial factor in causing plaintiffs' harm?

V^Yes m ffU
No //

If you answered yes for question 6, then answer question 7. If you answered no for

question 6, insert the number zero next to Greg Reynolds's name in question 9, and answer

question 7.



7. Was Konrads Wallace negligent?

Yes /

J/No /Tfi^ !

If you answered yes for question 7, then answer question 8. If you answered no for

question 7, insert the number zero next to Konrads Wallace's name in question 9. If you

answered no for question 7, skip question 8, and answer question 9.

8. Was Konrads Wallace's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to the Reynolds?

Yes

If you answered yes in question 8, then answer question 9. If you answered no for

question 8, insert the number zero next to Konrads Wallace's name in question 9, and answer

question 9.



9. What percentage of responsibility for the Reynolds' harm do you assign to the following?

Insert a percentage for only those who received "yes" answer in questions 2,6, or 8.

Dominic Pintarelli:

Connor Pope:

Greg Reynolds:

Konrads Wallace:

TOTAL:

:s;5l

40

K

n

100

%

%

%

%■

%

ifUrHi

/ /

/Jc

//

^ghed:
Presiding Juror

Dated: 1^'

After this verdict form has been signed, notify the deputy that you are ready to present

your verdict in the courtroom.


